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  New West Records is proud to introducé Ponderosa, a rock and roll band hailing from 

Atlanta, GA. Ponderosa culls their sound from soulful, southern roots, while citing influences 

from The Rolling Stones and The Faces to The Black Crowes and Tom Petty. Ponderosa’s 

debut album 

Moonlight Revival due out January 18, 2011 on New West Records was produced 

by Joe Chiccarelli (White Stripes, My Morning Jacket) at Blackbird Studio in 

Nashville, TN and mixed by Russ Fowler (John Mayer, Stone Temple Pilots).  

The 11-track record features numerous stand out rockers showcasing lead 

singer/songwriter Kalen Nash’s throaty, blues-tinged wail, including the record’s first 

single “Old Gin Road” which Songs Illinois declares “…shows the band’s soul-rock 

side.” 

Ponderosa brings together the talents of Nash with Kris Sampson (lead guitar), 

Jonathan Hall (bass, vocals) and John Dance (keys, vocals) for a solid mix of rock 

and soul that stands up both recorded and in their live shows.  

The band whose set the Austin Chronicle describes as “long on gritty intensity,” is currently 

on the road with Jonathan Tyler & The Northern Lights. Ponderosa has previously toured with 

Shooter Jennings, Butch Walker, The Whigs, J Roddy Walston & The Business, played the 

Austin City Limits Festival, Voodoo, South By Southwest and several years of Athfest where 

New West Records first discovered them.  

Ponderosa plans to spend much of 2011 on the road in support of Moonlight Revival including 

an appearance on Rock Boat XI and a run of dates in January with JJ Grey & Mofro. 

 

Early Praise For Ponderosa: 

“[Ponderosa’s] mix of rock and soul suggested a throwback to the 1970s.” 

-- Austin Chronicle 

“When you hear the soul, boogie and vigor [Ponderosa] inject into their songs, you just know 

why this stuff will always maintain a grip on the artistic psyche and inspire even the genre’s 

most daring revisionists. There are precious few doing it with as much conviction as 

Ponderosa right now.” 

-- Orlando Weekly 

“With just a slight twang, Nash's polished, honeyed pipes take center stage on the casual, 

acousticbased portion of Ponderosa's catalog, but he runs ragged like a man possessed over 

the quartet's boot-stomping, roadhouse-friendly repertoire.” 

-- Raleigh Independent Weekly 

“…a Southern rock band in the truest (and best) sense of the word.” 

-- Flagpole Magazine 

“…their brand of Stonesy southern rock played well in the hot Texas sun of Day 1 of the 

fest.” 

-- Songs Illinois of Ponderosa’s label debut during SXSW 2010 

"Ponderosa naturally carries the type of swagger that most bands spend years rehearsing.” 

--Performer Magazine  
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